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TIME DEPENDENT WAVEMAKER PROBLEM FOR LINEAR WAVES

Introduction

A numerical solution for outgoing waves in the classical two-dimensional

wavemaker problem is needed to determine the true shape of the surface

throughout time and for all distances from the wavemaker. Tanaka (1988)

took the approach of transferring the wavemaker and the semi-infinite

channel through two conformal mappings into a unit disk and then

numerically solving the problem. However, in this paper, it will be shown

that this technique cannot produce practical, numerical information about

the fluid motion at large distances away from the wavemaker without

sacrificing nearly all information in the region near the wavemaker. In order

to represent numerically the motion of the fluid in the wavemaker problem, a

method developed by Faltas (1988) is used to obtain an analytic solution

which is then solved numerically. This numerical solution displays the

surface wave and the speed and direction of the water beneath the surface for

any time and for any distance from the wavemaker.

A related two-dimensional, initial value problem which has only a

disturbance at the surface to cause the motion in the fluid is solved next.

The same techniques used in the wavemaker problem are used to develop

first an analytic solution, and then a numerical representation of the fluid

motion.
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1. Mathematical Formulation of the Wavemaker Problem

The geometric shape of the wavemaker is shown in Fig 1.1 using a

Cartesian coordinate system. The origin is taken where the mean level free

surface and the wavemaker meet. The negative y axis points vertically

downward along the wavemaker. The fluid has finite depth -h, and the fluid

extends out to x = +oo in a two-dimensional channel.

The motion of the inviscid, incompressible fluid is due to the immersed,

vertical harmonic, oscillating wavemaker. The fluid and the wavemaker are at

rest at time zero, and no outside current flows through the region. The

motion of the fluid is assumed to be irrotational throughout time, and the

surface tension is taken to be zero. With these conditions, the motion of the

fluid may be described by

(1.1) ii(x,y,t)= 00(x,y,t)

where (1)(x,y,t) is the scalar velocity potential.

The wavemaker with simple harmonic motion has frequency w =(21I/T)

and oscillates horizontally about its mean position x = 0. We will let the

wavemaker move with velocity U(y:t) given by

(1.2) U(y;t) =Re[ u(y)e'H(t) J

where Re(.) is the real part, H(t) is the Heaviside step function, and u(y) is an

arbitrary function of y.

With this setup, the velocity potential is a solution to the Laplace

equation

(1.3) Oxx + On, = 0 0< x <oo, -h< y < 0, t>0

which must satisfy the bottom boundary condition

(1.4) (1)1, = 0 on y = -h, t>0

and a linearized dynamic and a kinematic free surface boundary condition



(1.5)

(1.6)

0, = ( -g)g

OY = 'it

on y =0, t>0

on y =0, t>0
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where ?I = q(x,t) is the free surface elevation above its mean level and (-g) is

the downward acceleration due to gravity. At the wavemaker, the velocity

potential must satisfy

(1.7) Ox = U(y;t) on x = 0, t>0.

The model which is described herein is displayed in Fig. (1.1).

The initial conditions

(1.8) 0 = 77 = 0 at t = 0

hold throughout the entire region. As Faltas(1988) did, we assume that 0 and

ri are defined in the generalized sense of Lighthill (1958), i.e. that these

functions are integrable.
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y

oy = o

Figure 1.1 Generic wavemaker with boundary conditions.
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2. Conformal Mapping

Recently a new approach to solving specific numerical problems

associated with generic wavemakers was obtained by Tanaka(1988). He used

two conformal mappings to transform the semi-infinite channel in the physical

plane into a smooth unit disk.

Through this transformation the corner points on the boundary of the

semi-infinite channel were mapped onto the smooth boundary of the unit disk.

By doing so these corner points became weakly singular kernels in a Fredholm

integral equation, and these singularities were integrable. Thus a theoretical

solution was obtained for the Laplace equation (1.3). Some of the advantages

to this procedure are the infinite domain of the wavemaker channel is now

contained in a finite domain with a simple, smooth, closed curve for a

boundary, and the Laplace operator, in addition to the angles involved in the

transformation, is preserved under the conformal mapping.

Proceeding with this approach, it was thought possible to find a

numerical representation of the fluid as one moves in the x-direction away

from the wavemaker toward infinity. To investigate this possibility, the

conformal mappings used to transform the semi-infinite channel into an unit

disk will be explained. Since the mathematical formulation was done in the

two dimensional cartesian coordinate system, it is first necessary to change

this to the complex plane where z = x + iy. By this, only the coordinate

system is changed in the formulation. Then two conformal mappings are used

to complete the transformation. The first transformation maps the semi-

infinite strip (z-plane) into the upper half plane ((- plane), Fig. (2.1), by

(2.1) (.., cosh(irz /h)

and the inverse mapping function is
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(2.2) z = h Log[ ((2 1)2 ]

where Log[ ] is the principal value of ln( ) with the argument -r < 0 < 7. The

second transformation maps the upper half plane ((- plane) into a unit disk

(q-plane), Fig (2.2), by

(2.3) (Ri ()q ==
(RI + ()

For this transformation the inverse mapping function is

Ri (1 q)(2.4) = (1 + q)

The value of R is determined by the correspondence from the z-plane to the

(-plane of

(2.5) z = t
2

4 C iR

where R = sinh 7-11
' and t is chosen as the distance in the x-direction awayh

from the wavemaker. The point iR in the (-plane, where in Fig. (2.2) R = 1,

is mapped to the point q = 0, i.e. the center of the unit disk. As will be

shown, the value of R is related to the angles 0 into which the entire

wavemaker, x = 0 in the z-plane, is mapped.

To determine the angle to which a point on the semi-infinite channel is

mapped to on the unit circle,

(2.6) 0 = arctan(j/k)

where q = k + ij. Letting R = 1 in these two nonlinear transformations, the

wavemaker, x = 0 in the z-plane, is mapped onto the arc =2 < 0 < 5 on the

unit disk, i.e. points B, C, D map to B", C", D" in Fig. (2.1) Fig(2.2)

respectively. Consequently, if we go out from the wavemaker to points which

are x > 3h , h being the depth of the water, then all the points on the surface

and bottom of the semi-infinite channel are mapped onto the point q = -1, i.e

0 = 7r, points A - A" and E E" in Fig.(2.1) Fig.(2.2). This created a strong
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( z- plane)

iY

Figure 2.1
Mapping of the physical domain in the z plane to the
upper half in the s plane
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iY .

ib

Figure 2.2
Mapping of the upper half domain in the 1 plane to the
unit disk in the q plane
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singularity at q = -1, and a numerical representation of the fluid motion as

one moved away from the wavemaker toward infinity could not be obtained.

In an attempt to increase this distance for which Tanaka's program and

research would produce numerical representations of the surface wave and the

fluid motion, the number R was increased from 1. Letting the point

z = 3h i 4 be mapped to iR, P P' in Fig. (2.3), then

(2.7) R = sinh(3r) .

The affect of increasing the value of R is that the points z = ih + 3h
and z = 3h, those points which are a distance of 3h away from the wavemaker

on the bottom and surface respectively, T and S in Fig. (2.3), are mapped to

q = i, and q = -i, i.e. 0 = i and 0 =-2, in the q-plane respectively,T" and S"

in Fig (2.4). Further, the surface and the bottom for x > 5h, a distance of five

times the water depth and further away from the wavemaker, are all mapped

to the point 0 = 7, i.e. q = 1, A A" and E E" in Fig.(2.4). Hence, the

distance away from the wavemaker has been increased by 2h. However, the

top and the bottom of the wavemaker, z = 0 and z = ih, B and D in Fig

(2.3), are transformed to 0 = 0.000103r and 0 = 0.000103r, respectively, B"

and D" in Fig (2.4). This mapping puts the entire wavemaker between these

two angles. Although the analytic solution can still be obtained for the region

around the wavemaker, most of the numerical information regarding the fluid

motion on or near the wavemaker is lost. In addition, the numerical

representation of the fluid motion past x > 5h still could not be obtained.

Due to the nonlinearity of the two transformations used to map the semi-

infinite channel in the z-plane into the unit disk in the q-plane, and the fact

that the region in the z-plane is an infinite one, all points beyond short

distances away from the wavemaker are mapped onto one point. In trying to

extend that distance, much numerical information near the wavemaker is



i y
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iY

Figure 2.3
Mapping of the physical domain in the z plane to the
upper half _in the r plane
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iY

ib

Figure 2 . 4
Mapping of the upper half domain in the 1 plane to the
unit disk in the q plane
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lost, and the distance can only be increased by a relatively small amount.

Therefore, this technique is not useful for determining the motion of the fluid

for all points at all times.
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3. Analytic Solution of the Wavemaker Problem

With 0(x,y;t) and ij(x;t) defined as integrable functions we can apply

the Fourier cosine tranform with respect to x and the Laplace transform with

respect to t defined as

00 00

(3.1) Fc(k,y;s) = N.R.f cos(kx) f e-stF(x,y;t) dt dk

0 0

where the subscript c and the bar refer to the Fourier cosine transform and

the Laplace transform respectively. This is a method derived by Faltas

(1988); however, this paper uses a right hand Cartesian coordinate system as

opposed to the coordinate system used by Faltas(1988).

Thus, applying (3.1) to the system of equations (1.3) (1.7) results in:

(3.2) d2 /5C k2/5c =
dy2

(3.3)
dy

(3.4) =

(3.5) 1-1-0c = sncdy

-h < y < 0, s > 0, 0 < k < 00

on y = -h, s > 0

on y = 0, s > 0

on y = 0, s > 0

The solution of the ordinary differential equation (3.2) is:

(3.6) y6c(k,y;s) = Ac(k;s) ekY Bc(k;s) e-kY
sink k(y-0\ f U;s) k

0

where Ac(k;s) and Bc(k;s) will be determined using the boundary conditions.

Inserting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.6) one sees that

(3.7) Ac ric

(3.8) Ac Bc = sric

From (3.7) and (3.8) the boundary conditions are satisfied if
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2
(3.9) Ac(k;s)

s

2k
gk

s 9'

( 3 . 1 0 ) Bc(k;s) s2 - gk
'lc2ks

Using the transformed bottom boundary condition (3.3) in (3.6) so that

-h
(3.11) Ac(k;s) ke-kh Bc(k;s)ekh + 4;3-.f cosh k(h+0 U(Cs) k = 0

0

and the coefficients in (3.9) and (3.10), we can solve for the transformed

surface equation:

-fh cosh k(h+0 .0(;s) k( )3.12 \R. Tic = s2 + 2 j cosh kh
0

From (3.9), (3.10) and (3.12) the general solution to the transformed velocity

potential is:

s2Er4c gk s' 1

h
cosh k(h+e) U(C 0s)

N12 2k (s2 + a2),J cosh kh
0

s2 + gk hcosh k(h+0' k
2k (s

0(e-s)+ 2 + a2 ) cosh kh

. , 1_, 0\ o(e;s)smn icky ck+1
Y

k
0

which implies

(3.14) = f sinh k(y at-j(e;s)Ti
k

0

+

in which a2 = gk tanh kh.

sinh ky r
h

cosh k(h + 0 v(4.;s) k
k i cosh kh

0

,__ \g cosh k(h + y)
h

cosh k(h + 0
(s2 + cf2)cosh kh0 cosh kh '
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Applying the inverse Laplace and Fourier cosine transforms along with

the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms to (3.11) and (3.12), 0(x,y;t)

and 9(x;t) are determined to be:

oo Y
sinh0(x,y;t) = if cos kx [
s.nh k(y 0

k
0 0

-h
sinh ky f cosh k(h + 0 u(;t) de ] dk

k J

0
cosh kh

kx1
rihcosh k(h+y) cosh k(h-f-a{ftsin ac,(,tr) U(;.r) dr} dd dk

oo
+2Tgf

0
cosh2kh

0 0

(3.16)
[h cosh k(h+0 r

t00

n(x;t) 2.1 cos kn.!. c u(;r)cos a(tr) drldel dkcosh kh
0 0 0

Now using the form of the wavemaker in (1.2) these formulas become:

oo

(3.17) 77(x;t) = Re[ 13(k) cos kx [f elwrcos «(t r) di dk
0 0

co

(3.18) 0(x,y;t) = Re[ fl(kk)sinh kyl kx dk[7(k,y) cos

0

00 t
2g f /3(k) b h+y) cos kx{feasin a(tr) dr}cosh khcos-

0 0

where

P cosh k(h+0 dt.fl(k) = 110 cosh kh
0

r sinh k(y u(e)7(k,y) =
0

Equations (3.17) to (3.20) are the analytic solution to the wavemaker

problem in which the solution depends upon the position x, y and the time t.
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4. Numerical Solution to the Wavemaker Problem

Provided that the motion of the wavemaker is of the form in equation

(1.2), the analytic solution was developed for most generic wavemakers. In

order to compute the integrals which depict the motion of the fluid, a full flap

wavemaker is used with configuration as in Fig 4.1. In this case the velocity of

the wavemaker is:

(4.1) U(y;t) = Re( u(y)eiwtH(t) )

where Re( ) is the real part of the function and

(4.2) u(Y) = h)

in which b is the largest distance in the x direction to which the flap extends

at the surface. For this particular wavemaker, equations (3.17) (3.20)

become:

co
(4.3) ij(x;t) = j3(k) cos kx[f cos wr cos a(t 7) dr] dk

0

00
s(k) .(4.4) 0(x,y;t) = 2cos wt [7(k v) 'smh ky] cos kx

0

7 k

00
2g f ,3(k)cosh k(h+y) , r wr sin a(tr) ,T1

4-
J cosh kh cos xxi a dk
0 0

for which

(4.5) )3(k) =
-h

12( h)cosh k(h e)

J h coshkh de
0

(4.6) 7(k,y) = yb(e+h)sinh
k(y

h k
0

and a2 = gk tanh kh.

When the integrations with respect to 7 in (4.3) and (4.4) and with

respect to e in (4.5) and (4.6) are computed, the resulting equations for the



\

y = 0

\

Y

I

Ot = g'j
4'Y = 'it

17

ox = U(x;t)

y = -h

Oy = 0

Figure 4.1 Full Flap Wavemaker with Boundary Conditions
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motion of fluid are:

(4.7)

(4.8)

where

n(x;t) --=

0(x,y;t)

00

2f f9k

0

T.2cos

00
2g

.1)

i k\) cos

00

wt

f 13(k)

kx [wsin wt a sin atldkx
2 2a w

f [ 7(k,y) fl(k)sinh kylcos kx dk
0

cosh k(h+y)
[cos kx dkwt cos at] cos

(a2 - 4/2) cosh kh

(4.9) )3(k) = b kh
hk2 cosh kh hk2

(4.10) y(k,y) = licA[cosh ky 1] b sinh ky
hk2 k

and a2 = gk tanh kh.

To numerically evaluate g(x;t) and 0(x,y;t), a four point formula of Gauss

Laguerre Quadrature (Carnahan, Luther, and Wilkes,1969) is employed.

This formulation is
00 3

(4.11) e-zF(z)dz E wi F(zi)
i=00

where wi are the weight factors and zi are the roots as follows:
wi = 0.60315 41043 42 z, = 0.32254 76896 19

w2 = 0.35741 86924 42 z2 = 1.74576 11011 58

w3 = 0.03888 79085 150 z3 = 4.53662 02969 21

w4 = 0.00053 92947 05561 z4 = 9.39507 09123 01

This formulation has an error of IF(8)(0) for ik E [0,00). 1
70

To apply this method to n(x;t) and 0(x,y;t) a factor of (e-kek) is multiplied

into each integrand so that they can be written in the necessary form of (4.11):

3 a2sin at](4.12) n(x;t) = E wi ez.
/3(z;) cos zix [w sin c&)

i=0 a w
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3
(4.13) 4)(x,y;t) --÷-1 cos wt wi ezi [7(zi,y) fl(zi)sinh ziy ] cos zix

i=0

+2,rg wi e
co') cosh

zi p(zi) cosh
zih[cos wt cos at] cos zi x

(a2i=0

where

(4.14) fi(zi) = zb tanh z.h 4_

hz. 2 cosh z.h hz. 2

= sink ziy
(4.15) 7(zi,y) 1-2[cosh ziy 1] z. 3r1hz

and a2 = gzi tanh

The surface elevation formula (4.12) depends on the position x and the

time t, and so distance steps are taken for each time step in order to graph the

picture of the surface. For time = 1, 2, .... 9 seconds, x is taken on the

interval [0, 15] in steps of 0.1. The constants which are used are the depth of

the water h =1.0, the frequency of the oscillatory wavemaker is w = 1.0,

gravity g = 9.80665 , and the distance that the full flap moves at surface is

b = 0.2. For each of the nine time steps, 77(x;t) is calculated for each of the

151 steps in the x direction and plotted on a graph to depict the surface

elevation. This will give a numerical representation of the surface wave for 0

< X < 15h; however, 15h is not the limit for which the surface can be

determined, but rather a convenient point at which to stop. Fig. (4.2), (4.3),

(4.4) depict the surface for the nine time steps taken.

On the other hand (4.13) the velocity potential formula must have steps

discretized in both x and y for each time step. Thus, incriments of 0.1 are

taken in both the x and y directions to form a grid. To determine the true

motion of the fluid beneath the surface, equation (1.1) must be used. To

calculate the gradient vector, i.e. 4, and Oy in the i and j directions
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respectively, the partial derivatives are determined from a finite difference

method. The value of qs(x,y;t) is determined at each grid point for each time

step. The error in doing this will depend upon the step size, s, used in the x or

y direction.

In particular if the formula:

30(i,j,t) + 400+1,j,t) 00+2,j,t)(4.12) Ox(i,j,t) ±- s

is used then the error is O( s2). Likewise, a similar formula can be used for Oy,

and then the velocity vector at each grid point can be determined.
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Surface Elevation
Time = 1 3 Secandr.
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0 <= X <= 15

Figure 4.2 Surface Elevation for the Wavemaker Problem,
for Time = 1 3 Seconds
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Surface Elevation
Time = 4 6 Second:.

5t ro46 ,
V
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0 <= X <= 15

Figure 4.3 Surface Elevation for the Wavemaker Problem,
for Time = 4 - 6 Seconds
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Surface Elevation
Time = 7 - 9 Second:.
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5. Initial Value Problem

The intial value problem is formulated in the same way as the

wavemaker problem except for the following distinctions. There is no longer

an oscillatory wavemaker and in its place is the boundary condition:

(5.1) Ox = 0 on x =0, t>0

Equations (1.3) (1.5) are valid for this problem:

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Oxx Oyy =0

oy o

of = ( g)'i

1y = Tit

0 < x < oo, -h < y < 0, t > 0

on y -h, t > 0

on y = 0, t > 0

on y = 0, t > 0

24

This particular problem is depicted in Fig. (5.1). The initial conditions differ

due to the additional condition of a time derivative being specified at t = 0 :

(5.6)

(5.7)

(1) ( x, 0, 0 ) =0

cbt ( x, 0, 0 ) = f(x)

where f(x) is a function of x which is defined to be an integrable function so

that Lighthill's (1958) work applies.

As in the wavemaker problem the Fourier cosine transform with respect

to x and the Laplace transform with respect to t are taken of (5.1) (5.3) to

see that

(5.8) d2 k2
7c

0
dy

(5.9) d7i 0uy'Ac

0 < k < co, -h < y < 0, s >0

on y = -h, s > 0

A general solution to the ordinary differential equation (5.8) is :

(5.10) -c-bc(k,y;s) = Ac(k;s) cosh k(y h) Bc (k;s) sinh k(y+h)

The transform boundary condition (5.9) shows that

(5.11) Tpc(k,y;s) = Ac(k;s) cosh k(y h) .



0. = o

y = -h

Y

0 X

25

Oxx + 95yy = 0

(by = 0

Figure 5.1 Boundary conditions for the initial value problem.
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Applying the inverse Fourier cosine transform and the inverse Laplace

transform to (5.11) the velocity potential becomes

00

(5.12) 0 (x,y;t) = f A(k;t) cosh k(y + h) cos kx dk
0

where the factor i is incorporated into the "constant" A(k;t). A(k;t) will be

determined from the initial conditions (5.6) (5.7) and the surface boundary

conditions (5.4) (5.5).

If a time derivative is taken in equation (5.4) and the result combined

with (5.5), the surface boundary condition is

(5.13) Ott + gOy = 0 on y = 0, t > 0 .

Taking the appropriate derivatives in (5.12) , (5.13) becomes:

00

(5.14) f ( Att(k;t) -I- a2A(k;t) ) cosh kh cos kx dk = 0
0

where a2 = gk tanh kh. This implies

(5.15) Att(k;t) + a2A(k;t) = 0

Since 0 (x, 0, 0 ) = 0 , (5.6),

00

(5.16) f A(k;0) cosh kh cos kx dk = 0
0

and hence

(5.17) A(k;0) = 0

The final initial condition (5.7) indicates that

00

(5.18) f At(k;0) cosh kh cos kx dk = f(x)
0

If the Fourier cosine transform with respect to x is taken of 5.18,

then

(5.19) At(k;0)
cosh kh

3 f f(e) cos ke de
0
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Depending upon the function f(x), the ordinary differential equation in

(5.15) with the intial conditions in (5.17) and (5.19) can be solved for A(k;t).

Once this has been completed, the velocity potential is determined by (5.12).

In this problem we were unable to solve for the surface equation n(x;t)

explicitly. However, from (5.4) one can see that

(5.20) n(x;t) = kOt(x,y;t) on y = 0, t > 0

and so the surface elevation for any time and any position x can be determined

by taking a time derivative of 0(x,y;t).
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6. Numerical Solution of the Initial Value Problem

With the analytic solution for the Initial Value Problem derived for an

arbirtrary function f(x) which is defined to be integrable, the particular

function for which the numerical solution will defined is

(6.1) f(x) = 1 0
x +c
x d
Lo

if x < c
if c < x < (c--I-d)/2
if (c+d)/2 < x < d
if d < x

This configuration is shown in Fig. (6.1) where c and d are constants which

depend upon the placement of the disturbance.

Once the integration in (5.19) with this f(x) is performed, the result is

(6.2) At (k.0) 2
7 cosh kh (cos we + cos wd 2cos w(c+d)/2 )

Now the ordinary differential equation (5.15) has as a solution

(6.3) A(k;t) = (5(k;t)e't + p(k;t)eat

where b and p are determined by the initial conditions (5.17) and (6.2). This

results in the general solution :

(6.4) A(k;t) = 2tan at (cos we + cos wd 2cos w(c + d)/2 )arlecosh kh

where a2 = gk tanh kh.

Equation (5.12), the scalar velocity potential, is now:

(6.5)0(x,y;t) =(coswc+coswd-2cosw(c+d) 2tan at cosh k(h+y) cos kx dk)
2 '7ark cosh khi

0

To solve equation (6.5) numerically, the position of the initial

disturbance f(x) is taken to be at c = 0.4 and d =0.6. Again, the constants

used are h = 1.0, w = 1.0, and g = 9.80665 . Using the four point formula

for Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature, equation (6.5) becomes:

3 2tanat coshzi(h+y)(6.6) cb (x,y;t ) = (cos .4w +cos .6w 2cos .5c0)E wiezi cos zix
i=0 arz.2cosh z.h
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Ax)

Figure 6.1 Initial condition for Ot(x,0;0)
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where a2 = gzi tanh z1h.

Since it was not possible to solve explicitly for the surface function as

done in the wavemaker problem, the surface elevation can be determined by:

(6.7) i(x;t) = --10(x,y;t) on y = 0, t > 0.

A finite difference method is employed to evaluate the time derivative as

(6.8) q(x;t) 030(x,0; k) + 40(x,; k+1) 0(x,0; k+2)
1

1 [
g 2s

where s is the time step of 0.1 and k represents each time step. With this

approximation for n(x;t) an error of 0(0.01) is introduced. The surface

elevation for various time steps is depicted in Fig. (6.2) and Fig. (6.3).
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Surface Elevation For IVP
Time = 0.1 - 0.4 Swan*

t=.4

t.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
0 <= X <= 2.5

Figure 6.2 Surface Elevation for the Initial Value Problem,
for Time =0.1 - 0.4 Seconds
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Surface Elevation For IVP
Time = 0.5 - 0.13 Secari
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0 <= X <= 2.5

Figure 6.3 Surface Elevation for the Initial Value Problem,
for Time =0.5 - 0.8 Seconds
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7. Conclusions

The technique of using conformal mappings to transform the physical

domain of the wavemaker channel into an unit disk was shown not to produce

information about the fluid motion for large distances away from the

wavemaker. Thus, a new approach was taken to solve the two dimensional

wavemaker problem for linear waves which resulted in a numerical

representation of the fluid motion for all times and all positions in the semi-

infinite channel.

In particular, this solution was derived for a full flap wavemaker. In the

future, different configurations for the wavemaker can be substituted into this

procedure to produce solutions.

Also, in this paper, a numerical representation of the fluid motion for

an initial value problem was developed. A particular disturbance was used for

this and the surface waves for various times produced. In the future, the

disturbance used can be modified for applications to other problems.
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Notes

'B. Carnahan, H.A. Luther, and J.O. Wilkes, Applied Numerical Methods.
New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc. 1969, p 113-115.
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